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Abstract
Distributed-memory systems have traditionally had great difficulty performing network I/O at rates
proportional to their computational power. The problem is that the network interface has to support
network I/O for a supercomputer, using computational and memory bandwidth resources similar to those
of a workstation. As a result, the network interface becomes a bottleneck. In this paper we present an I/O
architecture that addresses these problems and supports high-speed network I/O on distributed-memory
systems. The key to good performance is to partition the work appropriately between the system and
the network interface. Some communication tasks are performed on the distributed-memory parallel
system since it is more powerful, and less likely to become a bottleneck than the network interface. Tasks
that do not parallelize well are performed on the network interface and hardware support is provided
for the most time-critical operations. This architecture has been implemented for the iWarp distributedmemory system and has been used by a number of applications. We describe this implementation, present
performance results, and use application examples to validate the main features of the I/O architecture.
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1 Introduction
Supercomputer applications have to communicate over a high-speed network, for example, to display results
on a framebuffer, read or write data from storage, or interact with other computer systems as part of a
distributed computing application. In the last few years, networks based on the ANSI High-Performance
Parallel Interface (HIPPI) protocol [2] have become very popular in supercomputer centers, and all commercially available supercomputers provide a HIPPI interface. HIPPI supports a data rate of 800 Mbit/second
or 1.6 Gbit/second. In addition to HIPPI, there are a number of high-speed network standards in various
stages of development by standards bodies. These include ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) [16] and
Fibre Channel [26].
Meanwhile, distributed-memory computer systems [6, 23, 27, 32, 44] are becoming the architecture of
choice for many supercomputer applications. The reason is that they are inherently scalable, and provide
relatively inexpensive computing cycles compared with traditional uniprocessor or shared-memory multiprocessor supercomputers. However, while traditional sequential or shared-memory supercomputers such
as the Cray have been able to make good use of the HIPPI bandwidth [33], distributed-memory machines
have been much less successful. The network interfaces of distributed-memory machines often have low
sustained bandwidth, do not perform network protocol processing, or manage connections inefficiently.
High-speed I/O for distributed-memory machines is difficult because the entire system, including the architecture, software, programming model and applications, have been tuned to work optimally in a distributed
fashion, while connecting to a network is an inherently centralized and sequential activity.
A simple approach to network I/O on distributed-memory machines is to make the network interface
responsible for all network-related processing, so the structure of the network interface will be similar to
that of a sequential system. However, this places a heavy burden on the network interface since it has to
support the I/O of a large number (potentially thousands) of processors. The network interface can easily
become a bottleneck, resulting in poor performance.
Another approach is to provide a simpler network interface and to minimize the amount of work that
is assigned to it by performing some of the communication tasks on the distributed-memory system itself.
Earlier research [40] shows that the time spent on sending and receiving network data is distributed over
several operations such as copying data, buffer management, protocol processing, and interrupt handling,
and different overheads dominate depending on the circumstances (e.g. packet size). By executing some
operations on the distributed-memory system, we can reduce the communication software bottleneck on the
interface. In this paper we present an I/O architecture that takes this approach: it supports high-speed I/O
using a simple network interface in a cost effective way. This architecture has been implemented for the
iWarp distributed-memory system and we present performance results for this implementation throughout
the paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our architecture for
I/O in distributed-memory systems. We then give a brief overview of iWarp (Section 3) and we discuss
our implementation of the different components of the I/O architecture for iWarp: protocol processing
(Section 4), session management (Section 5), and support for data distribution (Section 6). In Section 7
we describe a number of applications that use the iWarp HIPPI interface and we discuss how they use the
features of the architecture. Finally, we present related work in Section 8, and briefly look at how the I/O
architecture applies to other distributed-memory systems 9. We summarize in Section 10.

2 I/O architecture
We describe the challenges associated with network I/O on distributed-memory systems and we present an
I/O architecture that addresses these challenges.
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Figure 1: Connecting a distributed-memory system to a network

2.1 Challenges
Distributed-memory systems communicate over an external network (e.g. HIPPI) through a network interface
node that is connected both to the external network and the internal interconnect of the system (Figure 1). The
role of the network interface is to forward data between the internal and external network. High-speed I/O
for distributed-memory machines is difficult because the entire system, including the architecture, software,
programming model and applications, have been designed to work in a distributed fashion, and any form of
serialization is avoided if possible. The connection to a network, however, is inherently centralized, creating
a potential bottleneck. Specifically, the following three I/O tasks can be hard to implement:
1. Distributed-memory machines achieve their power by distributing the work over a large number of
relatively slow processors, but communication protocol processing does not parallelize well.
2. The applications often have to manage multiple connections, and this involves scheduling resources
in both the distributed-memory system and on the network interface. This is a complicated task and
there is a conflict between using general-purpose solutions and providing mechanisms that are tailored
to a specific application.
3. Data that is sent or received over the network is typically distributed over the private memories of the
nodes. This means that the communication software has to perform scatter and gather operations
to collect or distribute the data that makes up the data stream [20]. In networking terms, this is an
architecture-specific data transformation that is part of the presentation layer.
The three processing tasks that are hard to implement efficiently for distributed-memory systems correspond roughly to the transport, session and presentation layers of the OSI network model (Figure 2).
An additional problem is that on some distributed-memory systems, internal links are slower than the
link speed of high-speed local-area networks such as HIPPI. For example, the peak throughput over each
link in the Intel iWarp and Delta interconnect is 40 MByte/second, compared to the 100 MByte/second
HIPPI link speed. To achieve high sustained network throughput, it is necessary to send data between the
system and the network interface over multiple links at the same time. This striping requirement further
adds complexity to the I/O process.
Applications on distributed systems have very diverse I/O requirements. For example, they use different
data distributions and interact with a wide range of external devices (displays, disk arrays, other computers).
As a result of this diversity, general-purpose solutions to I/O are likely to be inefficient, both in terms
of performance and resource utilization. Instead, we need a set of simple mechanisms that can be used
to implement efficient, customized communication support for a wide range of applications. One of the
motivations for this approach is that distributed-memory systems are increasingly being programmed using
programming tools that map a sequential program on the system. These tools manage the resources in the
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Figure 2: Mapping of protocol stack
system based on an understanding of the characteristics of the application and distributed-memory system
and they are in the best position to also optimize the I/O. This however requires an I/O architecture that gives
higher level software sufficient control over how I/O is performed.

2.2 Architecture
In our I/O architecture, as many communication tasks as possible are performed on the distributed-memory
system, and the network interface is a relatively simple system that is optimized to deal with tasks that do
not parallelize well. Moreover, the functions allocated to the distributed memory system are performed
in close cooperation with the application, allowing optimization across the application and I/O operations.
Specifically, we map the communication tasks in the following way:
1. Transport and network layer protocol processing is performed on the network interface, but hardware
support is provided for time-critical tasks such as data checksumming (Section 4). The reason is that
protocol processing does not parallelize well.
2. The network interface presents the user with a simple I/O interface, called the streams interface 1 , that
can be used by the application code to control I/O, that can be implemented efficiently and that allows
applications on the distributed-memory system to directly manage multiple connections to the outside
world (Section 5).
3. It is the responsibility of the distributed-memory system to combine the data that is distributed over the
private memories of the compute nodes in large blocks that can be handled efficiently by the network
interface, and to do the reverse scatter operation on receive (Section 6). The reason is that the creation
of messages, i.e. reshuffling of data, is a highly parallel operation that can be performed efficiently
on distributed-memory systems.
An important feature of this mapping of tasks is that it scales appropriately with increased network speed
and data complexity. The overhead of protocol processing is proportional to the network speed and this task
is performed on the network interface, which is typically developed for a specific network technology and
speed. The complexity of data management, on the other hand, depends strongly on the application, and
this task is performed on the distributed-memory system, which also executes the application.
1

The stream interface has no relationship to the streams interface found in some versions of the Unix operating system.
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Figure 3: Connection of HIPPI network interface to iWarp distributed-memory system
This architecture has been implemented for the iWarp system and a HIPPI network. The HIPPI Interface
Board (HIB) was built by Network Systems Corporation (NSC) based on a joint CMU/NSC design. The
transmit board has been in use by iWarp applications since Spring 93 and the full interface was delivered
to CMU in 1994. The network interface architecture described in this paper supports high-speed I/O in
a cost effective way for iWarp. We have measured sustained throughputs of 55 MByte/second for simple
iWarp applications sending images to a HIPPI framebuffer, and 40 MByte/second for more complex iWarp
programs sending data to the Cray C90 at the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center as part of a heterogeneous
distributed computing application. Some of the applications that use the HIPPI interface are described in
Section 7.

3 iWarp overview
iWarp is a distributed-memory parallel computing system [6]. An iWarp cell consists of a single-chip
iWarp processor and a local memory. The iWarp processor integrates both a high-speed computation and
communication agent in a single component. The communication agent connects the iWarp cell to four
neighbors through 40 MByte/second buses; the cells in the iWarp array are configured as a torus. The
communication system supports high-speed interprocessor communication for a variety of communication
models, including systolic communication and memory communication [7]. In systolic communication,
the CPU writes data directly onto the interconnect, thus minimizing communication latency. Memory
communication is supported through the use of spools, on-chip DMA engines that move data between the
local memory and the interconnection network.
The iWarp system software includes optimizing compilers for C and FORTRAN and a cell runtime system
supporting systolic and memory communication. Users can write parallel programs directly for iWarp, but
for many applications, users rely on parallelizing compilers when using iWarp. The parallelizing compilers
translate a sequential user program into a program for each cell in the system, performing communication
and computation concurrently on individual cells to achieve additional efficiency. Program generators can
be application-specific (e.g. Apply (image processing) [21] and Assign (signal processing) [36]), or more
general (e.g. the Fx parallelizing FORTRAN compiler [19]).
iWarp systems communicate with the outside world through I/O nodes that are linked into the torus at
the “edge” of the array. Figure 3 shows the example of a HIPPI interface connected to the iWarp distributed-
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memory system through eight links of the internal iWarp torus; four links are used for transmit and four for
receive. iWarp applications perform output by sending data over the internal interconnect to the I/O node,
which forwards it to the external device, such as a network or disk. Input follows the inverse path. This
approach to I/O is very common, e.g. the NCube [22], and the Intel iPSC [32] and Paragon [25] machines
follow the same approach.

4 Transport protocol processing
Protocol processing (e.g. TCP or UDP over IP) is one of the potential bottlenecks in network communication.
In this section we describe how the iWarp HIPPI interface supports protocol processing.

4.1 High-level design
While it is tempting to try to distribute protocol processing, this is difficult since most of the protocol
processing functions are inherently sequential. There is potential parallelism between transmit and receive
processing (if one is transmitting and receiving at the same time), and ACK and data processing can sometimes
proceed in parallel [37], but overall, useful parallelism is limited. For these reasons, it is desirable to have
protocol processing performed in a central location, i.e. the network interface. A number of distributed
systems use a similar approach [39].
One protocol processing task that does parallelize well is the checksum calculation for the Internet
protocols, and it could be performed efficiently on the distributed-memory system. Unfortunately, calculating
the checksum on the system results in an odd ordering of the checksum calculation relative to protocol
processing. Normally, the checksum calculation on transmit takes place after the protocol has broken up
the data stream in packets. On receive, the calculation takes place before protocol processing is invoked
since corrupted packets have to be ignored. Performing the checksum calculation on the distributed-memory
system is too early on transmit and too late on receive. Although it is possible to deal with this, it would add
considerable complexity to the software. Specifically, on transmit, the system can calculate the checksum on
small blocks of data, e.g. 8-16 KByte, and the network interface can then calculate the per-packet checksum
cheaply by combining the partial checksums; more expensive adjustments will be needed if packet boundaries
do not coincide with block boundaries. On receive, protocol processing can be delayed until after the data
has been transferred to the distributed-memory system; this might influence protocol performance since it
will delay the acknowledgment of data. To avoid this complexity, we perform the checksum calculation on
the network interface.
The operations associated with protocol processing fall in two categories: overhead associated with
every packet sent over the network and overhead that scales with the number of bytes sent. As networks
get faster, the per-byte overheads, i.e. data copying and checksumming, become the dominating overheads,
both because the other overheads are amortized over larger packets and because these operations make heavy
use of a critical resource: the memory bus. The key to making these operations efficient is to streamline the
flow of data during I/O [41], so that the number of times that the data is touched is minimized. Example
optimizations include the elimination of redundant data copy operations and the calculation of the checksum
while data is being copied. The per-packet overhead includes time spent in the TCP/IP code, plus overhead
associated with buffer management, interrupt handling, and context switching. Careful implementation of
these operations, as discussed below, can make their cost acceptable. Based on these observations, the
network interface for iWarp relies on iWarp processors to do most of the transport protocol processing, but
provides hardware support for per-byte operations.
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Figure 4: HIPPI Interface Board (HIB) architecture

4.2 Network interface architecture
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the iWarp-HIPPI network interface, or HIPPI Interface Board (HIB). It
consists of a transmit and a receive pipe. Each pipe includes an iWarp processor that links the network
interface into the iWarp torus, a staging memory for short-term packet storage, and a “communication
acceleration block” (CAB - shaded area in Figure 4). The iWarp processor is responsible for per-packet
operations, such as protocol processing, while the CAB provides support for per-byte operations: data
transfer, checksumming and buffering. The CAB architecture used on the HIB is similar to the Gigabit Nectar
workstation CAB [42, 28], which provides support for per-byte operations for network communication on
workstations. The operation of the network interface is similar to that of a sequential system, except that
the data source and sink is the distributed-memory system, not the iWarp processors on the interface. The
iWarp nodes on the network interface effectively represent the iWarp array on the HIPPI network.
The data flow on transmit is as follows: the distributed-memory system forwards the data over the iWarp
torus to the network interface where it is placed in staging memory using the iWarp DMA engines. Once
a block of data is ready to be transmitted, the iWarp processor issues a “send” call similar to the Unix
socket “write” call. This invokes the TCP/IP processing code which performs packetization, and asks the
CAB to DMA the data into network memory. The checksum is performed in hardware as part of the data
transfer and it is inserted in the packet header by the CAB. The packets remain in network memory until
they have been acknowledged by the destination, so the CAB functions as a retransmit buffer. The data
flow on receive is exactly the inverse, and network memory holds incoming data until the application on
the distributed-memory system is ready to receive it. A more detailed description of the CAB can be found
in [42].
A critical requirements for high-bandwidth communication is a high memory bandwidth on the I/O
node. The bandwidth has to be high enough to support the data stream to/from the network, the data stream
to/from the internal interconnect, accesses to the data stream for protocol processing (e.g. checksumming),
and program and data accesses as part of regular program execution. Note that, especially if striping is
used, the aggregate stream of accesses will have low locality in memory, making it harder to support the
required bandwidth. These high bandwidth requirements typically make the memory bus the bottleneck of
7

the network interface.
The HIB architecture uses two mechanisms to optimize memory bandwidth utilization. First, the HIB
uses two iWarp processors instead of one, thus doubling the memory bandwidth available for these operations
from 160 MByte/sec to 320 MByte/sec. Second, the HIB supports the data stream using two levels of memory,
each optimized for different types of accesses. We use a small dual-ported static RAM (staging memory)
for short-term storage; it can support at high rates the scatter/gather operations resulting from striping. This
memory is backed up by a larger dynamic RAM (network memory); data transfers between staging and
network memory, and network memory and the network are performed in large contiguous data blocks. The
IP checksum is calculated in hardware during these transfers, thus eliminating an access to the data by the
CPU. With this memory organization the outgoing or incoming data streams have to cross the iWarp memory
bus only once, which is the minimum load possible. The other load on the bus consist of accesses to the
program and data structures, which are placed in a separate memory (not shown in Figure 4), similar to that
found on compute nodes.
The memory design described above is in part driven by iWarp-specific features. For example, transfers
between memory and the iWarp interconnect go through the iWarp chip and the DMA engines on the iWarp
chip interleave the data streams on the iWarp memory bus at a fine granularity (8 bytes). As a result, the
bandwidth requirements could only be met by using static RAM on iWarp memory bus, resulting in the
small (128KByte for each direction) staging memories. However, optimizing the use of the memory bus is
critical for any high-throughput network interface, and the use of a Communication Acceleration Block that
provides buffering and checksumming is an effective way of reducing the load memory bus. This has been
demonstrated not only with the HIB for distributed-memory systems, but also for workstations [28, 14]. As
a result we expect that the overall HIB architecture is applicable to other distributed-memory systems.

4.3 Protocol software
The implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack for iWarp differs from a traditional workstation implementation in three ways: 1) protocol processing is distributed over two processors, 2) TCP has to make use
of outboard buffering and checksum support, and 3) the stack runs outside of a traditional OS environment.
The most obvious difference is that processing is distributed over two processors. A shared memory
(Figure 4) allows the two components to keep a consistent protocol state. Most of the protocol functions fall
under either transmit or receive processing. The transmit half is responsible for sending packets with user
data and acknowledgments or window updates. The receive half receives packets and updates the protocol
state based on the information in the packet header of incoming packets, i.e. acknowledgments and window
updates. If the new protocol state could trigger the transmission of a packet, the receive half interrupts the
transmit half. The final main protocol function is the handling of slow and fast TCP timeouts. This function
could potentially be implemented on either the transmit or receive half. We decided to handle timeouts on
the transmit half, both because it is typically less loaded and because timeouts most often result in transmit
activity.
Second, the protocol stack has to be modified to make use of the outboard buffering and checksum
calculation. These changes are similar to the protocol stack modifications needed on workstations that use
a network adapter with outboard buffering and checksum support. The idea is that instead of passing a
copy of the data through the protocol stack and having each layer operate on the data, a descriptor of the
data is passed through the stack and all data-touching operations are combined and performed in hardware
(Figure 5). On transmit, a descriptor describing the location of the data in staging memory travels down
the protocol stack and the TCP checkpointing code adds information to the descriptor where the checksum
calculation should start and where the final checksum should be placed in the packet header. The driver
uses the information in the descriptor to generate a request for the CAB to DMA the data from staging
memory to network while performing the checksum calculation. On receive, the checksum is calculated
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Figure 5: Stack changes to use outboard buffering and checksum support
while the data flows from the network into network memory. The driver creates a descriptor for each packet,
includes the checksum, and passes it up the protocol stack. The TCP code performs protocol processing
using the hardware-calculated checksum and places the descriptor on the receive queue, making it available
for transfer into the distributed-memory system. A more detailed discussion on the use of outboard buffering
and checksumming, as it was implemented in a Unix protocol stack, can be found in [28].
Finally, iWarp nodes have a minimal runtime system that lacks support for utilities such as buffer
management and timeouts, functions that are supported by full-fledged operating systems. Implementing
these utilities increases the implementation effort, but it has the advantage that we can optimize and customize
these modules and avoid a lot of the overhead present in existing operating systems. For example, instead
of using mbufs, the standard package to manage kernel buffers in Unix, we developed buffer management
software that is optimized for representing outboard buffers and for supporting outboard checksumming. The
stream manager (Section 5) and the protocol stack share this buffer management package, thus minimizing
data passing overhead for send and receive operations. We also use an optimized send/receive interface
(instead of a standard interface such as Berkeley sockets), e.g. it supports asynchronous sends and posting of
receives that allow the stream manager to efficient overlap send/receives with processing and interactions with
the distributed-memory system. We also optimized the UDP/TCP/IP implementation itself using standard
techniques such as header prediction [10]. The above optimizations keep the communication overhead
within acceptable bounds. On a DEC Alpha workstation 3000/400, it takes about 300 microseconds from
the time a user-level application issues a small write until a packet send request is handed to the network
adapter, using the DEC OSF1 implementation of TCP/IP. The equivalent number for the iWarp protocol
stack (measured on the same platform) is less than 50 microseconds.
Figure 6 shows the bandwidth we can achieve from the interface board to the network. Measurements
for raw HIPPI and UDP over IP give the same throughput results, i.e. the UDP/IP implementation is very
efficient. The main difference between the two cases is that the idle time on the iWarp node is lower in the
UDP case (40%-56%) than in the raw HIPPI case (74%-79%). The current bottleneck in the system is the
microcode on the CAB: it limits us to sending about 3000 packets per second. The TCP/IP is operational in
an emulation environment on DEC Alpha workstations.
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5 The streams I/O architecture
The transfer of data between the application on the system and the network is a two phase process. In a
first phase (transmit), data is transferred from the distributed-memory system to the network interface, and
in the second phase, the data is sent over the network. The data transfer over the network is controlled
by the communication protocols, as described above. Managing the first phase is mainly a resource management problem: both the distributed-memory system and the network interface have limited resources
(e.g., memory, link bandwidth), and how they are allocated to support I/O will have a significant impact on
performance. On sequential systems, this task is traditionally performed by the operating system. However,
applications on distributed-memory systems have very diverse I/O requirements, and we can identify the
following requirements for the data movement between the application buffers on the distributed-memory
system and the system buffers in the network interface:
• Support high bandwidth communication efficiently for both regular and irregular distributions data
distributions.
• Provide an application I/O interface that is independent from the protocols or devices used on the
external network.
• Support striping across multiple links to the network interface for applications requiring a network
bandwidth greater than the internal link bandwidth.
• Allow applications to manage communication, e.g. specify when to receive data or request to interleave
data across multiple connections.

5.1 Architecture
One approach to the resource management problem is to have the I/O managed on the front-end of the
distributed-memory system, typically a Unix workstation: it sets up each communication operation on the
network interface. This approach is attractive since the management is done on a general-purpose system,
but it has the disadvantage that it adds overhead, since every communication operation has to go through the
front end. This will only result in high throughput for very large data transfers. This approach is used for
the HIPPI interface of the CM2. The streams architecture provides a more attractive solution: transfers are
controlled directly by the application running on the distributed memory system.
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In the streams architecture, the network interface implements a simple I/O interface, called the streams
interface. The streams architecture is based on logical connections. Each logical connection supports
communication between the application on a distributed-memory system to a destination on the external
network. We define a stream as a data transfer over a previously established connection. For example, a
stream could represent a series of frames to be displayed on a framebuffer.
To support streams while meeting the requirements listed above, we divide the responsibilities between
the network interface and the distributed-memory system as follows (Figure 7):
• The stream manager on the network interface is responsible for efficient data movement of multiple
streams from the interconnect of the distributed-memory to the network. It is also responsible for
invoking the appropriate communication protocol, which formats headers and prepends them to each
packet.
• The application on the distributed-memory system is responsible for distributing (or collecting) the
data to (or from) the network interface node using existing communication libraries. This architecture
does not imply that each application has to provide the code to transfer data to and from the network
interface. For example, libraries can be built for common data distributions (e.g. [8]).

The components interact through a data interface and a control interface:
• The data interface transfers data between the network interface and the application on the distributed
memory system. Two sets of parameters have to be agreed upon before a data transfer can take place:
data format (quantity and ordering if striping is used), and local address information that will allow
the distributed-memory system and network interface to exchange data.
• The control interface allows the application to instruct the network interface on how it should perform
communication. Typical operations include opening or closing a connection, issuing an I/O operation,
or inquiring about status. The control interface uses a flexible protocol that can easily be augmented to
provide additional functionality for special devices or protocols (e.g. resetting the framebuffer, etc...).

Before communicating, applications first create a logical connection using the control interface. This
request specifies the destination and protocol and returns a connection identifier. The application can then
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request the transfer of one or more data streams. Each data stream request specifies the connection identifier,
data format information, local addressing information and (optionally) sequencing information relative to
other streams. For transmit requests, the stream manager analyzes each request and translates the stream
into a sequence of efficient data transfers from the internal interconnect into staging memory. There, data
is formatted using the requested protocol and sent over the external network, as described in the previous
section. Incoming data is stored on the network interface until a receive request is received from the
application. At that point, the stream manager issues a sequence of transfers from network memory to
staging memory, from where the data is DMAed onto the internal interconnect of the distributed-memory
system following the data format instructions provided by the application.
This architecture meets the requirements we listed in the beginning of this section. By combining the
streams package with data reshuffling (Section 6) a variety of data distributions can be supported efficiently.
Applications can specify the required protocol at connection set up, but the data interface is protocol and
device independent. Finally, the control interface supports striping and the timing of I/O operations under
application control: striping is controlled through the data format parameters (Section 5.2) and timing is
controlled by placing explicit constraints on the order of individual data transfers (Section 5.3.2). These
features allow applications to create efficient, customized I/O operations. One important scenario is that of
applications that have been parallelized using higher-level programming tools such as parallelizing compilers.
Such tools already manage the resources in the distributed-memory system based on an understanding of
the characteristics of the application, and they can also generate optimized I/O operations by selecting the
right data movement libraries and inserting calls to the stream manager.
The alternative to the streams architecture is to have a more monolytic I/O package that is built into
the operating system or supported by a general library. While this approach will be adequate for many
applications, it will be inefficient for applications with very demanding or special I/O requirements. In
Section 7 we present a number of examples that illustrate the importance of being able to customize the
implementation of I/O operations.

5.2 Data Format Specification
Network I/O performance depends critically on how efficiently data is moved between the network interface
and the distributed-memory system. This data transfer typically takes place across multiple links to the
network interface and multiple connections have to be managed at the same time. In the streams architecture,
the application provides the streams manager with information about the data format in advance, so that the
stream manager can optimize and plan the data transfers, as is described in Section 5.3. The data format
information specified by the application consists of the Application Data Unit, the Transfer Unit and the
Striping Unit. We explain these terms below.
The Application Data Unit (ADU) is the block of data sent or received in a single communication
operation. It is typically a data set generated or consumed by all compute nodes in a single iteration of the
application. In this model the applications alternate between computation and communication phases, and
during the communication phase they send or receive one or more data structures, each forming an ADU.
Examples of ADUs include a single frame destined for a frame buffer or new values for a data structure (e.g.
matrix) that are periodically received from another supercomputer. For most applications, all ADUs in a
single stream will be identical. The stream model also supports variable sized ADUs, as we describe later.
The Transfer Unit (TU) specifies how ADUs are exchanged between the distributed-memory system and
the network interface. A TU is a block of contiguous data that will be sent as a unit, possibly across multiple
links. This unit is required since the amount of data that can be handled at any given time in a single unit of
operation is limited by the available resources on the network interface node.
The Striping Unit (SU) is the amount of data within one TU that is transferred across a single link. The
SU is derived from the TU and the number of links. The order of the SUs in a TU and the number of links
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Figure 8: Data formating example
must be specified by the application.
A final parameter needed to completely specify the data format of a stream is the packet size on the
external network. For some protocols, e.g. TCP/IP, the packet size is selected by the protocol. In other
cases, e.g. raw HIPPI or UDP/IP, the application has to select the packet size. Typically a packet will map
nicely onto one TU.
Figure 8 shows a simple example of how applications format data streams. In this example, the applications is sending a 128 KByte data that is distributed as 16 blocks of contiguous data, each if which is mapped
on a processors of a 4x4 system as shown on the left in Figure 8. One way of implementing the data transfer
is to have the nodes in each column of the distributed-memory system send their data over a separate link, as
is shown in the center of the figure. The network interface will combine four SUs, one from each link, into
a TU and add a header to form a packet that is sent over the HIPPI network. The data format parameters for
this data stream are an ADU of 128 KByte, a TU of 64 KByte, and a SU of 8 KByte. Four packets are sent.
While many applications have regular data structures and all ADUs will have the same known size, some
applications are not that regular, e.g. the ADU size can be data dependent. The streams model deals with
these applications by having the ADU be the TU. While these streams require more involvement from the
stream manager (i.e. reducing the granularity of resource control), they still supports efficient communication
and they increase the class of applications that can use the streams software.
We will present some more detailed examples when we discuss the applications in Section 7.

5.3 The iWarp Streams Software
We give a more detailed description of the streams implementation for iWarp.
5.3.1 Data and control interface
The data interface between the distributed-memory system and the network interface is based on the PCS and
ESPL communication libraries [24, 7]. PCS is used to create application-specific connections, and ESPL
is a fast spooling library that achieve bandwidths close to the 40 MByte/second link rate, even for short
messages. To support striping, we developed the Enhanced Multiple SPool Library (EMSPL), an extension
of ESPL that manages communication over multiple links in an integrated fashion, thus minimizing global
communication overhead.
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The control interface between the distributed-memory system and the network interface consists of a
remote procedure call package that was implemented on top of the iWarp Message communication library
(imsg). This library uses a communication backbone managed by the iWarp runtime system. The imsg
library does not provide high-throughput communication, but it allows any pair of nodes to communicate
without using additional system resources and without requiring a communication setup phase. For these
reasons, it is appropriate for the exchange of control information. The imsg library also runs on the host that
manages the iWarp system, enabling external programs to use the same control interface as the application,
to manage the HIPPI interface if needed.
5.3.2 Stream Manager
Figure 9 shows the structure of the stream manager on the HIPPI interface of the iWarp system. It has
three major components: the dependence resolver schedules ADUs subject to constraints specified by the
application, the resource scheduler determines whether a stream can be scheduled, based on the available
resources and the execution module is responsible for optimized data transfers. The stream control unit
orchestrates the above modules. It interacts with the application through the control interface and schedules
the other modules. iWarp does not support threads, so modules are scheduled explicitly.
Every stream that was registered by an application on the distributed-memory system has an associated
state that specifies which module is handling it. Initially an inactive stream is handled by the dependence
resolver. After all of its dependencies have been resolved it becomes a pending stream and it is managed by
the resource scheduler. At any given time, multiple streams can be pending, all competing for the network
node’s resources. The resource scheduler is responsible for allocating resources to pending streams, by
swapping them in and out of the execution module, i.e. making them active streams.
It is often important for applications to be able to specify that transfers take place in a certain order.
Streams using the same logical connection are sequentialized by the dependence resolver according to the
order they were registered with the stream control unit. Streams from different sources (on receive) may
need to be handled by the application in a specific order. This is made possible through stream sequencing.
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Also, at a finer granularity, an application may want to ensure that a group of different streams (usually to
the same destination) progress in lock step. This is made possible through stream synchronization at ADU
intervals. This feature can be used to synchronize multiple images displayed on the same framebuffer. Stream
sequencing and synchronization are implemented by the dependence resolver, which orders data transfers in
a manner specified by the application. In addition, the dependence resolver is used when scheduling a stream
the first time to ensure that the connection to the destination exists and that there is enough data available.
The resource scheduler schedules pending streams based on the availability of the network interface’s
resources. For the iWarp system, the resources consist of buffer space in staging memory and DMA engines.
Staging memory is a dual-ported RAM where data is briefly “staged” before it is placed in a larger network
memory (on transmit) or sent to the distributed memory system (on receive). That memory is small because
of the high bandwidth and random access requirements (due to striping). The iWarp chip only has a limited
number of DMA engines (total of 6) to transfer data between the network interface and the distributed
memory system. While these resources are clearly specific to iWarp, we expect other systems to have
similar resource limits.
Resource management is done in a coarse grain fashion using the Application Data Units (as opposed
to Transfers Units, for example) to minimize overhead. Applications can specify the number of ADUs a
stream has to progress (in the execution module) before being swapped out, effectively allowing them to
prioritize pending streams. An application can also specify that resources should be associated with a stream
permanently, thus giving that stream the highest priority. Interleaving multiple streams at ADU boundaries
is particularly suitable because it allows the application to pipeline the sending or receiving of data with
reshuffling for example. This coarse grain management is possible because distributed memory systems
typically operate on large blocks of data. It is used both for managing streams inside an application and
from multiple applications that are time- or space-sharing the system.
The execution module is optimized to efficiently move data between the network and the distributed
memory system. It operates on a limited number of active streams, each with its own set of pre-allocated
resources. For each stream, the execution module uses double buffering. For example on transmit, the
execution module first starts up the data transfer using spools (EMSPL – see above), and then invokes the
communication protocol, which creates the header while the data is flowing into the buffer. The execution
module then waits for the data transfers to finish, starts up the transfer of the newly filled buffer to the network
(DMA), and switches buffers. This is repeated for each TU in the ADU. Double buffering and overlapping
protocol processing with the data transfers achieves high throughput even if only one stream is active, which
is the common case. Each of the buffers is large enough to hold both data and a header, allowing protocols to
generate the packet header “in place”. Several protocols are supported including raw HIPPI, IP and support
for the NSC and IOSC framebuffers.
The execution module is most efficient when the ADU is an integral number of TUs. In this case it
does not have to deal with ”irregular” blocks. Since most applications distribute data structures in a regular
fashion, the most natural ADU and TU will typically have this property. Buffer management and header
creation are also simplified when a packet holds exactly one TU.

6 Data reshuffling in support of high-speed I/O
To efficiently utilize the large number of processors in a distributed-memory computer, applications typically
use data parallelism. Data is partitioned into equal-sized blocks, which are distributed across the processors,
and each processor operates on the data that is assigned to it. Both the type and granularity of data partitionings
varies widely between application. As a result, I/O operations include an extensive scatter/gather operation
that is application specific. The scatter/gather operation also has to deal with striping the data stream over
multiple links to achieve higher throughput. For example, Figure 10 shows the bandwidth into an iWarp node
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Figure 11: Cost of data movement
as a function of the message size and the number of links used for the transfer. We see that for all message
sizes, the throughput using a single link can be almost doubled or quadrupled by striping the message over
two or four links.
In this section we first describe our approach to data reshuffling and we then use the commonly used
class of block-cyclic distributions to illustrate our approach.

6.1 Approach
A first solution is to have the network interface deal with the problem of data distribution: nodes send their
data to the interface independently and the data is sorted and grouped by the network interface. While this
approach is simple, it has the disadvantage that the cost of handling many small blocks of data can easily
create a significant bottleneck on the network interface. Figure 11 shows for example the overhead per
(4 byte) word on iWarp for sending blocks of different sizes over the internal interconnect, using spooling
operations [7]. The overhead is calculated by dividing the number of cycles needed for the transfer by the
number of words in the transfer. We see that the per-word overhead is much higher for small messages than
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for large ones and handling a lot of small blocks on the network interface will introduce a high overhead.
Moreover, the network interface has to perform other tasks associated with communication (e.g., managing
the network device, protocol processing) and the high communication overhead will consume cycles that
are needed for these tasks. This will limit the sustained communication throughput. On systems where
communication over the internal interconnect is less efficient than on iWarp, this effect will be even more
significant.
In the approach taken, the distributed-memory system is responsible for the scatter/gather operation. On
transmit, it constructs large messages and presents them to the network interface in an efficient way, for
example, striped across multiple pathways. On receive, it distributes the data across the processors. This
approach is attractive for two reasons. First, the interface node only has to deal with large blocks of data,
independent from the data partitioning inside the system. This minimizes the cost on the network interface of
exchanging data with the system. Second, distributed-memory machines typically support high-bandwidth
inter-node communication, and since reshuffling parallelizes very well, many links can be used at the same
time. As a result, the distributed-memory system can reshuffle data efficiently. A similar approach has been
proposed for disk I/O [5].
The creation of large messages inside the distributed memory-system is done by making the interaction
with the network interface a two step process. First, data is reshuffled from the distribution that was used
by the application into an I/O distribution. The I/O distribution is a mapping from which data can be sent
efficiently to the network interface. Then, using this favorable data distribution, the data can be sent to the
network interface efficiently.

6.2 Example: block-cyclic distributions
We illustrate our approach by describing a library that supports reshuffling for of block-cyclic data distributions.
6.2.1 Common data distributions
Applications on distributed-memory systems have very diverse data distributions. Figure 12 shows some
of the data mappings that are used by iWarp applications. The row-swath partitioning is used by the
Adapt image processing environment [46]. The coarse-grain block partitioning is used by several image
processing applications and fine-grain block partitioning is used in the iWarp implementation of the LAPACK
library [30]. These three examples are instances of block-cyclic partitionings: the data set is divided in blocks,
which are distributed in a cyclic fashion across either the rows, or the rows and columns of the distributedmemory system. Block-cyclic distributions are widely used by applications and are for example supported
by languages such as High-Performance Fortran [17].
I/O of a distributed data structure becomes harder as the partitioning is finer. A good measure of the
granularity is the size of blocks of data that are contiguous both on the network and in the system: when a
data structure is partitioned in smaller blocks, the task of gathering the data for transmission over the network
will be more significant. Table 1 shows the block size and number of blocks for the partitionings in Figure 12
given a N ∗ N matrix mapped on a p ∗ p processor system, using a blocking factor of b for the fine-grain
mapping and assuming that the array is sent over the network in row major order. Take as an example a
1000x1000 matrix distributed on an 8x8 system. A row-swath distribution would have 64 blocks of 16000
elements, a coarse-grain distribution would have 8000 blocks of 128 elements each, while a fine-grain block
mapping would have 16000 blocks of 64 elements (b = 2).
In the remainder of this section we describe a library that performs reshuffling for data mapped according
to a block-cyclic distribution. Note that parallelizing compilers that map a program onto a distributedmemory system have enough information to insert the appropriate calls to do reshuffling in preparation for
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Figure 12: Common data distributions
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1D block
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2D block-cyclic

N×
N
p
N
p×b

N
p2

No. blks
p2
N ×p
N ×p×b

Table 1: Data distribution complexity
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6.2.2 I/O mapping
The first step in implementing the scatter/gather operation for block-cyclic distributions is to define an
appropriate I/O mapping. Both the transmit and receive halves of the HIBs are connected to the distributedmemory system through four links. An attractive way of streaming the data from the system to the HIB is to
have each column pair use one of the links, as is shown in Figure 13(left). This mapping has the advantage
that the four data streams to the HIB use different links.
Figure 13(right) shows how data from the 8 nodes in a row of the iWarp system can be merged into a
contiguous block of data on the HIB. Each node in the row holds one eighth of the data. The four pairs of
nodes combine their data (in parallel) and forward the data to the HIB over a separate link. This is an efficient
way for the HIB to receive data since it maximizes block sizes. Note that the amount of high-speed memory
on the HIB is relatively small, so the maximum message size that can be handled in a sustained fashion is 64
KBytes; this matches the maximum IP packet size. 64 KByte packets are obtained by combining 8 blocks
of 8 KBytes. The I/O mapping chosen corresponds to a block cyclic distribution. The algorithm used to
reshuffle data from an arbitrary block-cyclic distribution to the I/O distribution is described in [8].
This mapping is only one of many possible I/O mappings. However, it allows efficient data exchange with
the HIB and is block-cyclic, thus simplifying reshuffling for applications that use block-cyclic distributions.

6.3 Performance measurements
We evaluate the impact of reshuffling using a 0.5 MByte data structure that is stored on an 8x8 iWarp system
following block-cyclic distributions with different granularities. The specific distribution used has a block
distribution y dimension, so each of the eight processors in a row of the iWarp system jointly hold 64KByte
of contiguous data, and a block cyclic-distribution with block sizes ranging from 128 to 8192 bytes in the x
dimension.
Figure 14 shows the rate at which we can perform data reshuffling using two different reshuffling
algorithms. With the “slow” version, the computation agent is directly involved in the transfer of all the
data, while in the “fast” version of the algorithm the iWarp communication agent on each node is responsible
for the forwarding of data going through a node, thus reducing the load on the processor and improving
performance. We observe that both algorithms easily support throughputs well in excess of the target HIPPI
rates. The reason is that the reshuffling algorithms are highly parallel: they exploit both parallelism between
rows in the iWarp system and inside each row of iWarp [8].
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Figure 14: Performance of the reshuffling algorithm
Figure 15 shows the throughput with which we can transfer data to the HIB, starting with data mapped
on the system using distributions with different block sizes. The figure shows four results. The curve labeled
“streaming” is the throughput that can be achieved if each node sends its data directly to the HIB where
the data is stored disregarding correct data ordering; this represents the upperlimit on the throughput we
can expect for a functionally correct data transfer. The graph labeled “No Reshuffling” corresponds to the
case where each node forwards its data to the HIB, where the blocks are stored in the correct order. We
observe that for small block sizes the throughput is well below the HIPPI rate; the reason is that the HIB
cannot receive and order the small data blocks fast enough. The graphs labeled “Slow Reshuffling” and
“Fast Reshuffling” first reshuffle the data using one of the two algorithms described above, and then send the
resulting large data blocks to the HIB. This approach allows us to achieve our target HIPPI rates, for both
algorithms. Note that we come close to the maximum rate, represented by the “Streaming” curve, and that
in the case of 8KByte blocks all approaches give the same performance because no reshuffling is needed.
The results with reshuffling in Figure 15 exhibit an interesting anomaly: the throughput using the slow
reshuffling algorithms is consistently slightly higher than the throughput using the fast algorithm. This
behavior is caused by contention for resources between the reshuffling algorithm and the transfer to the HIB.
These two communication operations overlap and share some links in the system. Since the transfer to the
HIB is the slower of the two and limits overall overall throughput, one would like it to have priority over the
less critical reshuffling. However, in iWarp, multiple connections sharing a link share the link bandwidth
evenly, and as a result, the reshuffling slows down the transfer to the HIB. The slow down is more significant
with the fast reshuffling algorithm, since it uses more bandwidth. This anomaly could be avoided on an
interconnect that supports the reservation of bandwidth for critical connections, as is for example being
explored in the networking community [9, 3].
Figure 16 gives the breakdown of the time spent during the transfer to the HIB. The times are for a node
in the last row of the iWarp system. The iWarp node performs the reshuffling and then waits for its turn to
send data to the HIB. Multiplying the time spent sending data to the HIB by eight (to account for the eight
rows of nodes sending their data) accounts for over 90% of the elapsed time, indicating that the reshuffling
phase in one node often overlaps with the dispatching phase in others, i.e. reshuffling and the transfer to
the HIB partially overlap. This explains why the throughput with reshuffling is close to the “Streaming”
throughput for a raw transfer to the HIB.
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7 Applications
In this section we describe how three very different applications use the iWarp HIPPI interface to communicate. We discuss both the communication performance and how the applications use the HIPPI interface.
The diversity in the applications demonstrates the flexibility of the I/O architecture, specifically the streams
software and application-specific data formatting.
In all the applications we refer to the network interface node of the iWarp system as the HIB (HIPPI
Interface Board). All the iWarp systems were configured with 64 nodes. Some applications use an iWarp
system that has 32 large-memory nodes, each with 2 MByte of memory. The rest of the nodes have 512
KByte of memory.

7.1 Chemical Process Optimization
The Chemical Process Optimization application was implemented by Robert Clay and Greg McRae of the
Chemical Engineering Department at CMU. The application optimizes a system, for example a chemical
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HIB

Figure 17: I/O configuration in the Chemical Process Optimization Application
plant, using a stochastic model [12] of the system. The stochastic optimization problem can be transformed
into a deterministic problem using the certainty equivalence transformation [15].
Our implementation of the stochastic optimization problem [13] was distributed across a heterogeneous
system: the Intel iWarp at the CMU campus and the Cray C-90 and TM CM2 at the Pittsburgh Supercomputer
Center (PSC). Specifically, the iWarp is used to generate a complex probability manifold representing a plant.
The generated data is then sent to the C-90 at PSC for analysis, and finally, the C90 and CM2 solve the
resulting linear assignment problem using a heterogeneous solver [11].
We collected data for several application runs, corresponding to input sizes of 1k, 2k and 4k; the samples
generated by iWarp in these runs correspond to 256 MB, 1 GB and 4 GB of data. The program divides
the iWarp system into four quadrants, each consisting of 15 compute nodes that calculate data and one
“forwarding node” that collects the results and communicates with the network interface node (Figure 17).
The mapping of the application on iWarp was chosen in part to simplify I/O and as a result, there was no
need to reorganize the data on the iWarp system. Each communication node forwards a SU of 16K byte,
which is combined on the network interface to form a 64 KByte TU.
On a 64 node iWarp system, the application was able to generate 1400 Ksamples/second, maintaining
a throughput of 6 MByte/sec to the C90. Measurements showed that the data generation was completely
compute-bound: the four interface nodes where active only a fraction of the time and were operating in
parallel with the data generation on the other nodes. In this application, the HIB and the streams software
easily sustained the generated data bandwidth. A simple extrapolation showed that we would need a 512
node iWarp system before the communication becomes the bottleneck.

7.2 Medical Imaging
The goal of this project, which is headed by Dr. Doug Noll from the University of Pittsburgh Medical School,
is to superimpose function and pathology information on a volume rendered brain. Basic brain researchers
must accurately identify areas of brain involved with specific functions, while surgeons can utilize rendering
to visualize approaches that spare areas of the brain. The current application represents the first step in this
process: obtaining reconstructed, processed and rendered images based on Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) data in a timely manner [34]. Our implementation is mapped on three architectures: the iWarp system
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HIB

Figure 18: I/O configuration in the MRI Image Reconstruction application
at CMU performs pixel classification (brain/non-brain) and surface triangularization [35], the C-90 at PSC
performs scalar processing, and the Intel Paragon at CMU performs the rendering.
The input to the iWarp component of the application consists of 52 MRI slices with pixel values representing the probability of being brain tissue. The data was block distributed on 32 large-memory processors
of the iWarp system, each operating on 4-8 rows of image data. The iWarp generated approximately 580,000
triangles (22 MByte of data) that were rendered on the Paragon. Surface triangularization uses a modified
marching cubes algorithm that removes poorly shaped triangles. Rendering uses a single light source, flat
shading, z-buffered algorithm.
This application is particularly interesting from the streams interface point of view, because the amount
of data to be sent out over the HIPPI network is data dependent, and there is no clearly definable Application
Data Unit (ADU). This is due to the fact that while we are starting with a symmetrical distribution of data,
with each iteration of the images, we end up with a different number of triangles in each node.
The solution was to set up a specific data collection mechanism for this application (Figure 18). We set
up two routes, one in each direction, passing through all the participating nodes in a way that minimizes
internal latency. At any given time only one node has control over the routes. That node forwards the
triangles it generated (if any) to the HIB. After it has exhausted its data, it sends a short notification to the
next node, effectively delegating the control over the routes. The latter allows pipelining communication
and computation: each node can generate data for the next iteration while the other nodes in the route finish
forwarding their own data. A similar algorithm can be used with a more traditional communication interface.
The application sustains a bandwidth of 40 MByte/second to the Cray C-90 at PSC. We had to use two
routes and stripe the data across two links to the network interface to achieve this. The critical features in
the streams software are the support for irregular data sets and for application-specific data distributions.

7.3 Stereo-Vision
In the stereo-vision application developed at CMU by Jon Webb, multi-baseline video images from four
cameras are correlated to generate a depth image [45]. As part of that application, a “digital VCR” was
implemented to display the four images on a framebuffer. The requirements called for real-time display
along with the additional computations in the stereo-vision application.
Figure 19 shows the connections between the application on the system and the network interface. These
connections are application specific: 32 large memories are used to store two interleaved fields from the 4
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HIB

Figure 19: I/O configuration for digital VCR
cameras, while 26 other nodes reconstruct the 4 images and reshuffle the data. 4 interface nodes are used to
forward the four images to the framebuffer through the network interface.
The HIB with the streams software was able display four black and white images at a resolution of
486x496 pixels at 30 frames per second, which corresponds to a sustained throughput of close to 30
MByte/second. The specific features of the streams software that were used include support for generating frame buffer headers using a “framebuffer protocol” and stream synchronization to keep the four
images synchronized. Another experiment showed that the HIB with the stream interface can sustain 4 color
images of the same resolution at rates of 12 frames per second or 46 MByte/seconds. Due to limited memory
resources on the iWarp, this cannot be achieved on the production system.

8 Related work
A number of other research projects working on high-speed network I/O for distributed-memory systems
have been described in the literature.
A group at Los Alamos National Labs has developed the CrossBar Interconnect (CBI) [43]). The CBI
is an outboard protocol processor that performs protocol processing for supercomputers connected to HIPPI
networks. It has two full-duplex HIPPI connections: one to the supercomputer and one to the HIPPI network.
This design is driven by the observation that many distributed-memory systems cannot perform protocol
processing at high rates, so it is attractive to develop a protocol processor that can be reused for different
systems. The CBI and supercomputer exchange large blocks of data using the SHIP protocol, which provides
support for addressing and flow control. The CBI performs protocol processing and sends/receives IP packets
over the HIPPI network. The CBI has a large memory and checksum hardware, and is architecturally similar
to the CAB. It is connected to a personal computer, which is responsible for control and protocol processing.
The main difference between the CBI and the HIB is that the CBI is a separate protocol processor that
is attached to a network interface, while in the case of the HIB, protocol processing is performed on the
network interface itself. While the CBI has the advantage that it can be reused for different systems, it adds
a step to the I/O process, which will increase latency and reduce throughput for smaller data transfers.
The UNC HIPPI interface for the PixelPlanes system [39] is architecturally closer to the HIB, since
protocol processing is performed on the network interface itself. However, by design it focuses on a specific
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application, while the I/O architecture described in this paper has been used for a variety of applications that
use very different data and program structures on the distributed-memory system.
Several projects have looked at the difficulty introduced by the data distribution and representation.
Kwan and Terstriep [31] show how the data distribution and data representation on the CM2 is a significant
hurdle when doing I/O over the HIPPI interface, and how it limits the throughput. Data reorganization has
been proposed to achieve high bandwidth access to disks in distributed-memory systems [5, 29, 38]. For
example, in [5] the authors study the problem of implementing high-speed file I/O in the Intel Touchstone
Delta. They observed that in order to achieve good performance it is important to send large blocks of data
to the file servers that are part of the system. Although their solution strategy is similar, the work differs in
a number of ways from ours. First, our target throughput is much higher. Second, we exploit the regularity
of the distributions to achieve good reshuffling performance; this is important, given our performance goals.
Note that the data reorganization is in effect a collective communication operation [18, 4].

9 Applicability to Other Systems
We have presented a description of the architecture and implementation of a high-bandwidth network interface
for the iWarp system. In this section we examine how the results apply to other distributed memory systems.

9.1 Protocol processing
Our approach to protocol processing discussed in Section 4 is fairly independent from the iWarp architecture.
While the details of our memory architecture are iWarp specific, the use of outboard buffer and checksumming
are general technique that can be used to minimize the load on the memory bus, which is typically the
bottleneck of high bandwidth host interfaces. Similarly, some of the features of our protocol implementation
(e.g. separate transmit and receive processor) are specific to the HIB, but the optimizations to the API and
buffer management are generally applicable.

9.2 The streams architecture
The streams architecture described in Section 5 readily applies to other distributed-memory systems. Specifically, the division of tasks between the distributed-memory system and the network interface, the separation
of the control and data interface, and the ability to customize I/O operations all carry over unchanged.
This is a result of the fact that the streams architecture is driven by the overall architecture of distributedmemory systems (e.g. balance of CPU and memory resources between network interface and the system)
and application features (e.g. the use of different widely different data distributions and synchronization
requirements).
The implementation of the streams architecture for other distributed-memory systems can potentially
be quite different. We expect to see changes in the implementation of the control and data interfaces, the
execution module and the control unit of the stream manager. The data interface will have to be reimplemented
using the native communication interface for the system, e.g. Nx on the Paragon [25] or remote put/get
on the Cray T3D [1]. Using a different communication interface will also affect the implementation of the
execution module since it optimizes data transfers. Finally, the system software of most distributed-memory
systems supports some form of multi-programming. This will simplify the implementation of the stream
manager since the the scheduling of the modules on the network interface can be handled by the operating
system or threads package, thus eliminating the need for the custom scheduler.
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9.3 Data reshuffling
We use data reshuffling inside the distributed-memory system to create large blocks that can be handled
efficiently by the network interface. This optimization is widely applicable and has for example also been
used to optimize disk I/O on distributed-memory systems [5, 29, 38]. Systems that support very efficient
communication, e.g. the remote memory reads and writes on the Cray T3D, may not require data reshuffling,
but any system with non-negligible per-packet overhead is likely to benefit from data reshuffling for fine
grain data distributions.
The iWarp HIPPI interface relies heavely on striping to achieve high sustained throughputs. Striping
is essential because the internal link speed for iWarp is substantially lower than the HIPPI speed: 40
MByte/second versus 100 MByte/seconds. Several distributed-memory systems have higher internal link
speeds, making striping less important for high-speed I/O on these systems. Note however that striping is a
general technique for dealing with bandwidth a mismatch between the internal and external link speeds and
since the speed of internal and external links is driven by technology, market and standardization factors that
are largely independent, we should expect such mismatches to occur on a regular basis. As a result, support
for striping should be built into the network interface architecture. Depending on the application bandwidth
requirements, striping might be needed over multiple internal links, multiple external links, or both [20].

10 Conclusion
We presented an architecture for network I/O on distributed memory systems and described its implementation for an iWarp HIPPI interface. We were able to achieve fast I/O rates over the iWarp HIPPI interface
for real-world applications. While these applications had different data distributions and different sets of
requirements and constraints, they were all supported adequately and with good performance. The high
throughput is made possible by three key features in the I/O architecture.
1. Application specific tasks are off-loaded from the network interface to the distributed memory system.
This minimizes the load on the network interface, which is a bottleneck in many existing systems.
2. The streams manager on the network interface optimizes the network node’s resource management
and concentrates on efficient data transfers with a view of the whole distributed-memory system.
Hardware support is used to optimize data touching tasks so memory bandwidth is used efficiently.
3. The tasks that are executed on the distributed-memory system (data management, communication with
the network interface) are performed in close cooperation with the application so that optimization
across the entire application, including I/O, is possible.
When the system is programmed using a programming tool, e.g. a parallelizing compiler, that tool is in
an ideal position to manage the I/O, and our architecture provides the mechanisms to accomplish that task.
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